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Abstract

Relation Induction is a very practical task in001
Natural Language Processing (NLP) area. In002
practical application scenarios, people want to003
induce more entity pairs having the same rela-004
tion from only a few seed entity pairs. Thus, in-005
stead of the laborious supervised setting, in this006
paper, we focus on the minimally-supervised007
setting where only a couple of seed entity pairs008
per relation are provided. Although the conven-009
tional relation induction methods have made010
some success, their performance depends heav-011
ily on the quality of word embeddings. The012
great success of Pre-trained Language Mod-013
els, such as BERT, changes the NLP area a014
lot , and they are proven to be able to better015
capture relation knowledge. In this paper, we016
propose a novel method to induce relation with017
BERT under the minimally-supervised setting.018
Specifically, we firstly extract proper templates019
from the corpus by using the mask-prediction020
task in BERT to build pseudo-sentences as the021
context of entity pairs. Then we use BERT at-022
tention weights to better represent the pseudo-023
sentences. In addition, We also use the Inte-024
grated Gradient of entity pairs to iteratively025
select better templates further. Finally, with the026
high-quality pseudo-sentences, we can train a027
better classifier for relation induction. Exper-028
iments on Google Analogy Test Sets (GATS),029
Bigger Analogy Test Set (BATS) and DiffVec030
demonstrate that our proposed method achieves031
state-of-the-art performance.032

1 Introduction033

Relation induction is a task to judge whether034

two entities have a certain relation based035

on some given entity pairs of that relation,036

which was first proposed in (Vylomova et al.,037

2016). For instance, given {(Germany,Berlin),038

(France, Pairs), (Italy,Rome)}, relation induc-039

tion is to predict whether new entity pairs such as040

(China,Beijing) have the same relation as the041

given entity pairs. In practical scenarios, only a042

few seed entity pairs are available. It is challenging 043

to judge the relation of the target entity pairs in this 044

minimal supervision setting. 045

Word embedding, such as skip-gram (Mikolov 046

et al., 2013a) and Glove (Pennington et al., 2014), 047

are widely used in many natural language process- 048

ing (NLP) tasks, and it was reported that word 049

embeddings can capture the relational knowledge 050

(Mikolov et al., 2013b). One intuitional method for 051

relation induction task is using word embeddings 052

to represent relations and induce relations based 053

on vector translation or similarity (Vylomova et al., 054

2016; Drozd et al., 2016; Bouraoui et al., 2018; 055

Vulić and Mrkšić, 2018; Camacho-Collados et al., 056

2019). However, the performance of these methods 057

heavily depends on the pre-trained word embed- 058

ding and these methods are rather noisy. According 059

to the assumption that if two entities have a rela- 060

tionship in a known knowledge base, then all sen- 061

tences that mention these two entities will express 062

that relationship in some way (Mintz et al., 2009), 063

many distant-supervised methods of relation extrac- 064

tion, such as PCNN(Zeng et al., 2015) and PCNN- 065

BagATT (Ye and Ling, 2019) are proposed. In- 066

spired by these methods, distant supervision might 067

be another way to induce relation. To induce re- 068

lation in the distant supervised way, we need a 069

method to select proper sentences from corpus and 070

extract relational knowledge from sentences. Luck- 071

ily, many Pre-trained Language Models (PLMs), 072

such as BERT(Devlin et al., 2019), GPT-2 (Rad- 073

ford et al., 2019) and XLNet(Yang et al., 2019), 074

have been recently proposed and boost a great per- 075

formance for many NLP tasks, such as question 076

answering(Talmor et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2020), 077

text summarization (Liu and Lapata, 2019; Lewis 078

et al., 2020) and information extraction (Petroni 079

et al., 2019; Alt et al., 2019). In order to better un- 080

derstand the PLMs, several works(Kim et al., 2020; 081

Bouraoui et al., 2020; Ushio et al., 2021; Chen 082

et al., 2021) have proven that PLMs can capture 083
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syntactic and semantic knowledge. Bouraoui et al.084

(2020) have explored the possibility of inducing085

relation from BERT in a distant supervised way086

and got a good result. To take the advantage that087

BERT can capture context knowledge, they select088

templates from corpus and fill entities in them to089

let BERT predict the relation.090

Existing methods are developed under the as-091

sumption of sufficient seed entity pairs. However,092

in practical scenarios, only a few entity pairs are093

available for a particular relation. These methods094

have difficulty in coping with the minimal super-095

vision setting. The main reasons are: (1) Due to096

the lack of labeled entity pairs, the model tends to097

over-focus on the surface cues of the entity pairs098

and ignores the contextual semantics. By simply099

memorizing the seed entity pairs, it is difficult to100

generalize the model to other entity pairs. (2) The101

quality of templates is very important for relation102

induction.When the seed entity pairs of a certain103

relation are sparse, the number of candidate tem-104

plates for this relation mined from the corpus will105

be reduced.106

Therefore, two major challenges should be ad-107

dressed for the relation induction in the minimally-108

supervised setting. (1) How to obtain a good gener-109

alized relation induction model? (2) How to obtain110

high-quality templates? so we propose a novel111

approach called IST for minimally-supervised rela-112

tion induction with Iteratively-Selected Templates113

from PLM. Specifically, for the first challenge,114

we use surface-agnostic features based on atten-115

tion maps of BERT. Many works (Clark et al.,116

2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Michel et al., 2019;117

Wang et al., 2020) have revealed that the atten-118

tion heads in BERT can capture much knowledge119

and some attention heads are related to certain re-120

lations, and some works use attention weights to121

predict relations (Gu et al., 2021). For the second122

challenge, we use Integrated Gradient (IG) (Sun-123

dararajan et al., 2017) to score the templates and124

iteratively select better templates. Intuitively, if a125

sentence can well express the relational knowledge126

between two entities, then the importance of these127

two entities must be high in the sentence. On the128

contrary, if a pair of entities do not play an impor-129

tant role in a sentence, this sentence certainly does130

not express the relationship between them. So IG131

might be used to select high-quality sentences to132

express relations.133

We summarize our key contributions as follows:134

• We propose a novel minimally-supervised re- 135

lation induction approach IST. To the best of 136

our knowledge, we are the first to address the 137

minimally-supervised relation induction task. 138

• In order to overcome the minimally- 139

supervised setting, we generate high-quality 140

pseudo-sentences by iteratively selecting 141

templates based on BERT and IG scores. 142

Moreover, we use attention maps to train a 143

more generalized model. 144

• We conduct extensive experiments on three 145

standard benchmark datasets, and our pro- 146

posed approach significantly outperforms the 147

state-of-the-art approaches. 148

2 Our Approach 149

In this section, we first formulate the minimally- 150

supervised relation induction task and give an 151

overview of our approach. We then describe the 152

details of each module in our approach. 153

2.1 Problem Formulation 154

Given a few seed entity pairs Pr = {(si, ti)}Ni=1 155

with a certain relation r, the task of relation in- 156

duction is to judge whether a new entity pair (s, t) 157

also has the relation r. In the minimally-supervised 158

setting, the number of the seed pairs is small for 159

each relation (in our experiments, no more than 5 160

per relation). To facilitate minimally-supervised re- 161

lation induction, we generate high-quality pseudo 162

sentences Sr for each relation r from a text corpus 163

C according to the seed entity pairs Pr with the 164

help of a pre-trained language model. 165

2.2 Overview 166

As illustrated in 1, our approach consists of 167

four main modules: template generation module, 168

pseudo sentence generation module, relation classi- 169

fier and template selection with IG. 170

In the template generation module, given 171

seed entity pairs, some proper templates could 172

be generated based on the mask-prediction re- 173

sults in BERT. For instance, considering the 174

seed entity pairs Pr = {(Germany,Berlin), 175

(France, Paris), (Japan, Tokyo)}, we can ob- 176

tain a sentence set Sr where each sentence men- 177

tions both entities of a pair in Pr.Taking a sentence 178

The current capital of Japan is Tokyo. as an 179

example, τ = (The current capital of _ is _) is 180

the generated template. Then, filling one entity into 181
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(Germany, Berlin)

(France, Pairs)

(Japan, Tokyo)

Entity pairs

Corpus

1. The capital of France is Pairs.

2. Tokyo is the center of business, trade, 

and industry of Japan.

3. Tokyo, formerly Edo, city and capital 

of Japan.

4. Berlin is the capital and chief urban 

center of Germany.
……

Sentences

Template 

Generation

……

……

……

……

Pre-trained LM

𝜏1: The capital of ____ is ____.

𝜏2: ____, city and capital of _____.

𝜏3: ____ is the capital of _____.

……

𝜏K: ____ is the center of business, 

trade, and industry of ____.

Templates

The capital of Germany is Berlin.𝜏1(Germany, Berlin)

Tokyo, city and capital of Japan.𝜏2(Japan, Tokyo)

Tokyo is the capital of Japan.𝜏3(Japan, Tokyo)

Relation 

Classifier

Template Selection 

with IG

Iterative Template Selection × T

𝐻𝜏(𝑠,𝑡)
𝑤

Pseudo Sentences

Pseudo Sentence Generation

Figure 1: An overview of IST. First, we extract sentences that mention seed entity pairs as candidate sentences. Then,
the template generation module uses BERT-prediction task to select proper templates from candidates. Templates
and seed entity pairs are assembled to generate pseudo sentences to extract relational knowledge from BERT. The
BERT attention weights between entities within the pseudo sentence are used as surface-agnostic features to better
represent the relational knowledge. Then, the pseudo sentences and attention weights are combined to train a
BERT-based relation classifier. Finally, we use the integrated gradient of entity pairs in pseudo sentences to evaluate
the quality of templates and select better templates iteratively.

templates, the templates can be scored according182

to their ability to make BERT correctly predict an-183

other entity. This score is referred to as scoreBERT .184

After selecting proper templates based on185

scoreBERT , we can generate pseudo sentences by186

assembling the templates and seed entity pairs. For187

example, a pseudo sentence τ(Germany,Berlin)188

= The current capital of Germany is Berlin.189

is generated by assembling (Germany,Berlin)190

and τ . We generate both positive and negative sen-191

tences in this process.192

For each pseudo-sentence, we extract surface-193

agnostic features based on attention weight maps194

of BERT and use them to train a relation classifier.195

Finally, we use integrated gradient (IG) together196

with scoreBERT to evaluate the quality of templates197

again, so we can refine templates iteratively.198

We will describe each module in detail in the199

following sections.200

2.3 Template Generation201

To induce relation from masked pre-trained lan-202

guage models such as BERT, we need templates203

for relations. First, many template-based relation204

extraction methods(Agichtein and Gravano, 2000;205

Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002) have proved that206

words near to s and t in corpus may represent a207

certain relation. To extract templates for relation208

r, we traverse Wiki Corpus to find ki sentences209

that contain both si and ti(i≤N), and the distance 210

between si and ti in sentence Dst ≤ d. Then 211

we mask si and ti in these senteces to generate 212

templates τi,1, τi,2...τi,k. We can extract all can- 213

didate templates for r: {τ1,1, τ1,2...τi,j ...τN,kN } 214

(i ≤ N, j ≤ ki), but not all of these templates 215

are proper for inducing the relation r. 216

Then we need to select templates that are proper 217

for BERT to induce relation r. Here we use BERT 218

mask prediction as a template filter (Bouraoui et al., 219

2020). Specifically, for a template τ , insert s and t 220

into τ respectively to get masked sentence τ(s, _) 221

and τ(_, t). Then let BERT predict the masked 222

token. If BERT can predict correctly, we consider 223

the template τ is proper for relation r and τ(s, t) is 224

“natural” for BERT. 225

scoreBERT (τ) =
N∑
i=0

(H(τ(si, _))+H(τ(_, ti)))

(1) 226

where H(τ(si, _)) is 1 if the predicted token is ti 227

and 0 otherwise, and similar for H(τ(_, ti)) = 1. 228

By ranking templates with scoreBERT , K 229

proper templates Tr = {τ1, τ2...τK} are selected 230

from candidate templates. 231

2.4 Pseudo Sentence Generation 232

In order to train a relation classifier, we assemble 233

templates and seed entity pairs to generate labeled 234
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pseudo sentences.235

For positive sentences, we just assemble each236

entity pair (s, t) ∈ Pr with each template τ ∈ Tr237

to generate a sentence τ(s, t).238

While for the negative sentences, follow-239

ing(Vylomova et al., 2016), we have three strat-240

egy for each pair (si, ti) ∈ Pr. First, we ex-241

change s and t as (ti, si)(suppose r is not sym-242

metrical). Second, we change one entity to another243

entity in the same relation :(si, tj) or (sj , ti)(i ̸=244

j, (si, ti), (sj , tj) ∈ Pr). Third, we change one245

entity to an entity in other relations:(si, tj)or246

(sj , ti)(i ̸= j, (sj , tj) ∈ Pr′ ).247

2.5 Relation Classifier248

Under the minimally-supervised setting, the model249

should have good generalizability. We use surface-250

agnostic features based on attention weights of251

BERT to make model focus more on the relations252

rather than the surface information of training data.253

As Clark et al. (2019) has pointed out, some254

heads of multi-head attention in BERT are related255

to certain relations, and attention weights of cer-256

tain heads can be used to extract certain relation257

knowledge. Thus, for a proper template of relation258

r, the attention weights between s and t of certain259

heads related to r should be higher. But it is hard to260

specify each head is related to what relations. Thus261

we use attention weights of all heads as features to262

induce relation knowledge.263

Specifically, for a sentence τ(s, t), we calculate264

the attention weights between s and t of all heads265

as ωi,j,s→t, where i denotes the i-th layer, j denotes266

the j-th head in layer i and s → t denotes that this267

is the attention s pays to t. We use the average268

between s → t and t → s to express the attention269

between them:270

ωi,j =
ωi,j,s→t + ωi,j,t→s

2
(2)271

Then we construct attention weights embedding for272

the sentence τ(s, t):273

Hatt
τ(s,t) = {ω1,1, ω1,2...ωi,j ...ωnl,nh} (3)274

where nl denotes the layer number, nh denotes275

head number in a layer of BERT.276

Besides Hatt
τ(s,t), we also use BERT outputs to277

represent the sentence τ(s, t). Specifically, we in-278

put τ(s, t) into the BERT, and then use the output279

vector of the [CLS] token as the feature Hcls
τ(s,t).280

Hcls
τ(s,t) and Hatt

τ(s,t) can compensate each other,281

since Hcls
τ(s,t) can capture the information whether 282

τ(s, t) is “natural”, and Hatt
τ(s,t) contains the corre- 283

lation between (s, t) and the relation r. Thus, we 284

combine these two vectors through concatenation: 285

Hτ(s,t) = Hcls
τ(s,t) ⊕Hatt

τ(s,t) (4) 286

Then, we feed Hτ(s,t) to a MLP classifier F 287

and get the probability of (s, t) having relation r. 288

We use a cross-entropy loss to optimize F . In 289

addition, we can also finetune BERT when training 290

the classifier. 291

2.6 Iterative Template Selection 292

BERT can rank templates by measuring whether a 293

sentence is natural. However, it can not capture the 294

different attribution of each token in a sentence for 295

expressing the relation. 296

Integrated Gradient is an attribution method pro- 297

posed in (Sundararajan et al., 2017).As Cui et al. 298

(2020) has described, the attribution score directly 299

reflects how much changing tokens will change the 300

model’s outputs. A higher attribution score repre- 301

sents more importance of tokens. In our relation 302

induction model, s and t obviously should be the 303

most important two tokens in sentences. Intuitively, 304

for a pseudo sentence τ(s, t), if the integrated gra- 305

dient value for s and t to the relation prediction is 306

higher, we are more confident that the relational 307

knowledge of (s, t) can be extracted well by the 308

model along with τ , so the template τ is much bet- 309

ter. Thus, we can use the integrated gradient of 310

(s, t) to the output of relation classifier to select 311

templates once again. Here, F(τ, s, t) denotes the 312

relation classifier with τ(s, t) as the input. 313

According to Sundararajan et al. (2017), the in- 314

tegrated gradient value of s to F(τ, s, t) is: 315

IG(τ, s) = (s− s0)

∫ 1

x=0

∂F(τ, s0 + α(s− s0), t)

∂s
dα

(5) 316

where α ∈ [0, 1], and it can be approximated as:. 317

IG(τ, s) = (s− s0)

m∑
i=1

1

m
×

∂F(τ, s0 +
i
m
(s− s0), t)

∂s

(6) 318

where m is the number of approximate steps for 319

computing integrate gradient. For a template τ , we 320

calculate the average integrated gradient value for 321

all (s, t) ∈ Pr: 322
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scoreIG(τ) =
∑

(s,t)∈Pr

IG(τ, s) + IG(τ, t)

2
(7)323

Then the templates are re-ranked according to324

the final score:325

score = α · 1

rankBERT
+ (1− α)

1

rankIG
(8)326

where rankBERT denotes the rank of templates ac-327

cording to scoreBERT , rankIG denotes the rank328

of templates according to scoreIG, and α ∈ [0, 1]329

is an coefficient to balance the two scores. There-330

fore, the templates could be selected iteratively for331

better relation induction.332

2.7 Relation Induction333

Given a new entity pair (x, y), we fill them into tem-334

plates τi, (i ∈ K) and use the classifier to predict335

pi(x, y), which denotes how much τi(x, y) is “nat-336

ural”. Following Bouraoui et al. (2020), for all pre-337

dictions from K templates p1(x, y), ..., pK(x, y),338

if maxipi(x, y) > 1−minipi(x, y), then (x, y) is339

predicted to be positive.340

3 Experiment Setup341

3.1 Datasets342

We conduct the experiments on three standard343

benchmark datasets in English: Google Analogy344

Test Set (GATS) (Mikolov et al., 2013a), Bigger345

Analogy Test Set (BATS) (Gladkova et al., 2016)346

and DiffVec(Vylomova et al., 2016).347

GATS contains 5 semantic relations and 9 syn-348

tactic relations, and each consists of a varying num-349

ber of entity pairs. While BATS contains 40 rela-350

tions which are divided into 20 morphology rela-351

tions and 20 semantic relations, each relation has352

50 instances. DiffVec contains 36 relations with353

a various number of entity pairs. 10 of them are354

lexical or morphology relations and the remaining355

26 are semantic relations.356

3.2 Implementation Details357

The relation induction task can be modeled as a bi-358

nary classification problem for each relation.We359

first split the dataset into 50% of training data360

and 50% of test data. Then, under the minimally-361

supervised setting, for each relation r, we randomly362

select N entity pairs from training data as the seed363

entity pairs Pr. We extract candidate templates364

from the English Wikipedia corpus1 and d = 15. 365

When generating K templates in T iterations, we 366

initially select K(T + 1) templates according to 367

BERT score, and then iteratively filter out K im- 368

proper templates in each iteration according to 369

the score defined in Formula 8 until K templates 370

are reserved at last for the final iteration. Notice 371

that when T = 0, we only select K templates ac- 372

cording to the scoreBERT without considering the 373

scoreIG. In our experiments, we use BERT-base2, 374

and set N = 5,K = 20, T = 3, α = 0.5 by de- 375

fault. 376

We generate the same number of negative ex- 377

amples as positive examples for the training data 378

and 3 times as many negative examples as positive 379

examples for the test data. 380

For each relation, we repeat the experiments for 381

10 times and calculate the average result. The seed 382

entity pairs used in each trial is randomly selected. 383

The results of all metrics are calculated with micro- 384

average. 385

4 Baselines 386

We compare our approach with three kinds of base- 387

lines. 388

The first kind is using the combination of 389

pre-trained word embeddings to present relations. 390

Specifically, following Vu and Shwartz (2018), we 391

use s⊕ t⊕ (s⊙ t) to represent the relation between 392

(s, t) and use a MLP classifier to make predic- 393

tions. Here, the pre-trained word embeddings we 394

used are Glove(Pennington et al., 2014)3 and Skip- 395

Gram(Mikolov et al., 2013b)4. These two base- 396

lines are referred to as MLPsg and MLPgl respec- 397

tively.We also use the Trans approach (Bouraoui 398

et al., 2018) for relation induction by building sub- 399

spaces for entities using word embeddings and 400

modeling the relations with relative positions be- 401

tween subspaces. 402

The second kind is distant supervised meth- 403

ods. We use PCNN(Zeng et al., 2015) and PCNN- 404

BagAtt(Ye and Ling, 2019) as two baselines. These 405

distant supervised methods are proposed to solve 406

the problem of noise in labeled data in relation ex- 407

traction tasks. We also select the same number of 408

sentences that mention entity pairs from the En- 409

glish Wikipedia corpus to construct training data 410

1We used the dump of May 2021
2We used the BERT implementation available at

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
4https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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N=3 N=5

GATS BATS DiffVec GATS BATS DiffVec

Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1 Pre Rec F1

MLPsg 41 54.4 39.6 40.3 45.8 40.6 40.1 49.8 41.5 43.3 56.8 45.3 43.5 47.1 43.8 43.5 51.3 43.9
MLPgl 42.5 54.8 43.1 41.2 45.7 51.3 40.5 50.2 41.9 43.9 56.5 45.9 43.8 47.0 43.9 43.8 51.6 44.2
PCNN 58.6 52.5 56.1 52.1 45.8 47.7 57.3 51.5 53.9 60.1 56.2 58.3 53.4 45.8 50.3 59.0 52.7 55.4
PCNN_BagATT 63.9 56.2 59.5 56.4 45.9 48.6 61.5 52.8 55.8 65.3 58.6 60.1 57.8 51.0 80.8 63.5 53.4 57.1
BERT_predict 34.1 48.5 39.6 32.5 45.3 36.1 34.5 46.8 38.5 35.0 48.9 40.1 33.1 45.5 36.8 35.2 46.7 38.9
Trans 35.5. 41.3 37.2 36.8 42.5 39.2 36.7 43.9 39.4 45.8 56.2 50.3 48.5 52.1 49.3 46.6 51.6 48.3
AutoPrompt 75.3 77.9 72.5 65.9 52.6 51.5 72.6 60.3 63.8 78.6 78.1 76.4 67.3 58.5 53.2 75.3 62.5 66.0
RI-BERT 79.3 80.5 75.8 70.1 53.0 53.2 77.4 65.8 68.3 80.7 80.1 79.5 70.1 55.7 55.9 79.5 67.2 70.4

IST 84.2 82.9 80.1 72.5 54.8 58.9 81.3 67.8 71.0 85.3 84.2 82.6 73.8 58.5 60.8 82.5 70.1 73.2

Table 1: Performance on three benchmarks when N = 3 and N = 5.

as in our approach. For an entity pair (s, t), K411

sentences are used to predict its relation. If the av-412

erage prediction score SK ≥ θ, (s, t) is predicted413

to have relation r. θ is a threshold and set to 0.7 in414

our experiments for its best performance.415

The third kind is using the relational knowl-416

edge from PLMs, such as RI-BERT (Bouraoui417

et al., 2020), AutoPrompt(Shin et al., 2020)5 and418

BERTpredict.419

RI-BERT induces relational knowledge from420

BERT, and our approach would degenerate to it421

when not using attention maps as the surface-422

agnostic features and not using scoreIG to refine423

the templates. We implement the method by our-424

selves since there is no open source.425

AutoPrompt tries to elicit knowledge from PLM426

using automatically-constructed prompts. Here,427

We generate templates with AutoPrompt for each428

relation. Since there is only one template can be429

generated for each relation, we use a threshold-430

based method to determine whether a new entity431

pair (x, y) has a relation. When p(x, y) > δ, the432

prediction would be positive. Here, δ = 0.8 is the433

best threshold in our experiments.434

BERTpredict is a simple baseline proposed435

by ourselves. After K templates are selected436

with scoreBERT , we directly use BERT mask-437

prediction task to judge relation. Specifically, for438

an entity pair (s, t) and a template τ , if BERT can439

predict τ(s, _) or τ(_, t), the score of (s, t) will440

be increased by 1. The max score is 2K, so if the441

score of (s, t) ≥ ϵ · 2K, (s, t) is predicted to have442

the relation r. ϵ is a threshold and set to 0.7 for its443

best performance.444

5https://github.com/ucinlp/autoprompt

5 Experimental Results 445

5.1 Main Results 446

The main experimental results on the three afore- 447

mentioned benchmarks are shown in Table 1, which 448

reports the micro-average of precision, recall and 449

F1 of our approach IST and other state-of-the-art 450

methods when N = 3 and N = 5. 451

From the table, there are several observations 452

drawn from different aspects. (1) Our approach 453

IST achieves the best performance against all other 454

kinds of methods. (2) Pre-trained word embedding- 455

based approaches such as MLPsg and MLPgl per- 456

formance poorly, which proves that only few la- 457

beled entity pairs will degrade these approaches 458

greatly. And Translation does not turn out well 459

because of the lack of entities to construct represen- 460

tative subspaces. (3) The relational knowledge di- 461

rectly drawn from BERT also contains much noise 462

according to the results of BERTpredict. (4) Tradi- 463

tional distant-supervised approaches which don’t 464

resort to PLM suffer from the noisy and sparse bag 465

issues, although PCNN-BagATT uses intra-bag and 466

inter-bag attention to handle sentence and bag-level 467

noise, and get better performance, they are still not 468

suitable for the minimally-supervised relation in- 469

duction task. (5) AutoPrompt and RI-BERT use 470

proper prompts or templates from BERT, so they 471

can obtain a better performance. However, they 472

did not consider the generalization problem in the 473

minimally-supervised setting. In addition, they ig- 474

nored the contribution of each token in a sentence 475

for expressing the relation, especially for the en- 476

tity pairs, but only considered whether a sentence 477

is natural or not according to BERT. (6) More la- 478

beled entity pairs can achieve better performance 479

by comparing the results of N = 3 and N = 5. This 480
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phenomenon is reflected by all methods in both481

three datasets.482

5.2 Ablation Study and Analysis483

Performance of Different Relations To further484

explore the performance of different relations, we485

show the detailed results of each relation in GATS486

in Table 2.487

From the table, we can see that our approach488

achieves better performance for both semantic and489

morphology relations. Moreover, the iteratively490

template selection can bring a significant improve-491

ment, especially for semantic relations. As to mor-492

phological relations, the improvement is not so493

evident. This is because the entities in morpho-494

logical relations are always adverbs or adjectives495

to which little attention is paid, so Hatt
τ(s,t) plays a496

limited role.497

GATS RI-BERT T=0 T=1 T=2

currency 56.7 58.8 58.6 59.5

Se
m

an
tic family 76.9 78.8 78.4 79.9

capital-common 88.4 87.3 85.7 91.6
city-in-state 68.2 71.0 73.1 75.2

capital-world 77.3 76.8 78.0 78.2
Average 73.5 74.5 74.7 76.9

adj-to-adv 39.1 38.8 42.3 44.8
opposite 55.3 59.7 54.0 56.6

M
or

ph
ol

og
y comparative 90.9 87.5 88.2 89.0

superlative 78.1 79.8 80.6 77.7
presen-participle 98.4 96.2 98.1 98.9
nationality-adj 91.5 92.4 91.7 92.1

past-tense 96.9 97.8 97.2 97.0
plural 93.8 91.6 96.6 95.8

plural-verb 100 99.0 99.7 99.7

Average 82.6 82.6 83.2 83.5

Table 2: Detailed experimental results (F1) for each
relation on GATS.

Performance of attention weights and IG To498

investigate the effectiveness of BERT attention499

weights and IG, we compare the performance of500

several variants of our approach on GATS.501

To reduce the effect of BERT attention weights,502

the representation of sentence τ(s, t) is simplified503

from Hcls
τ(s,t) ⊕Hatt

τ(s,t) to Hcls
τ(s,t). In addition, with-504

out IG, there would be no iterative template selec-505

tion procedure. The results are shown in Table 3,506

and the performance drops in all variants, which507

proves that both attention maps and integrated gra-508

dient are useful in our approach.509

Different Number of Templates To analyze the510

impacts of the number of templates (K), we con-511

duct experiments with different numbers of tem-512

plates, and the results are shown in Table 4. From513

GATS T=0 T=1 T=2 T=3
IST 79.7 80.2 81.1 82.6

w/o att 79.5 79.7 80.6 80.9
w/o IG 78.4 78.4 78.4 78.4

Table 3: The F1 scores of IST and other variants on
GATS with different iterations.

the table, we find that more templates can bring bet- 514

ter performance in all iterations. However, if K is 515

too large, the time consumption will be greater and 516

some unsuitable templates will be retained, leading 517

to worse results.

K=5 K=10 K=20
T=0 72.5 75.3 79.7
T=1 73.8 78.5 80.2
T=2 75.6 78.9 81.1

Table 4: F1-score with different number of templates
(K = 5, 10, 20) and different iterations (T = 0, 1, 2)
on GATS.

518

Figure 2: F1 scores with different numbers of seed entity
pairs(N = {2, 3, 5, 10}) of our approach on GATS

Different Number of Seeds We evaluate our ap- 519

proach with different numbers of seed entity pairs 520

(N ), and the results are shown in Figure 2. From 521

the figure, we can see that F1 score increases grad- 522

ually until convergence for all iterations. Our ap- 523

proach already achieves a satisfactory result when 524

N = 5. 525

Effect of Balance Coefficient The parameter 526

α ∈ [0, 1] is a balance coefficient between 527

scoreBERT and scoreIG for template scoring. 528

Larger α will consider scoreIG more in the scor- 529

ing. We conduct the experiments with different α 530

on GATS, and the results are shown in Figure 3. 531

From the figure, we find that our approach achieves 532

the best performance when α = 0.5. 533
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T=0 T=3

The Government of _ denoted 300 million _ to finance the The _ (, plural: / , ) is the currency of _ .school’s construction in 1975.

Currently, _ uses the _ as its national currency. This was one of the reasons for naming the current currency
of the Republic of _ the _.

Following the introduction of the euro, the _ was linked to
The _ (; ; sign: ; code: KHR) is the currency of _.the euro, until January 1, 2015,

when _ officially adopted the euro as its currency.

AutoPrompt: _ cial largest greenwich _.

Table 5: Case study for relation currency, where top 3 templates are exhibited with different approaches.

Figure 3: F1 scores with α={0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9]} of
our approach on GATS

Case Study Table 5 compares the selected tem-534

plates of relation currency between T = 0 and535

T = 3. From human’s intuition, we find that536

comparing to (T = 3), the templates filtered out537

only with scoreBERT (T = 0) are more ambigu-538

ous that they might indicate a co-occurrence re-539

lationship rather than relation currency. For ex-540

ample, for the first template “The Government of541

_ denoted 300 million _ to finance the school’s542

construction in 1975.”, it is natural for the govern-543

ment of a country to denote their own currency or544

just use dollar to evaluate how much they have545

denoted. So τ(s, dollar) is natural when s de-546

notes any country. This is due to the way of se-547

lecting templates that only requires the templates is548

proper for all (s, t) ∈ Pr without explicitly declar-549

ing what the relation is. In fact, the model can550

distinguish co − occurrence and currency only551

after the BERT is fine-tuned with negative exam-552

ples. As to the template generated by AutoPrompt,553

it is a combination of some tokens rather than a554

human-readable sentence. Although AutoPrompt555

got good results on some tasks(Shin et al., 2020),556

the template is totally not interpretable from hu-557

man’s perspective.558

6 Related Work 559

6.1 Relation Induction 560

Relation induction was first proposed in (Vylomova 561

et al., 2016). They used the vector difference be- 562

tween two entities to represent the relation between 563

them. More researches on the relation induction 564

with word embeddings were proposed in(Drozd 565

et al., 2016; Bouraoui et al., 2018; Vu and Shwartz, 566

2018). They pointed out that the difference is not 567

the best way to express the relationship and pro- 568

posed more complicated methods to better extract 569

relational knowledge between word embeddings. 570

6.2 Knowledge Induction from BERT 571

BERT was proven to be able to capture relational 572

knowledge(Kim et al., 2020; Bouraoui et al., 2020; 573

Ushio et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021).Inspired by 574

this, some works tried to use BERT on the relation 575

induction task (Shin et al., 2020; Bouraoui et al., 576

2020; Jiang et al., 2020).The key point of these 577

methods is to fill entities in the proper templates. 578

Recently, many efforts focus on the generation of 579

templates. Jiang et al. (2020) proposed a template 580

generation strategy based on paraphrasing aiming 581

to improve lexical diversity while remaining rel- 582

atively faithful to the original prompt. Shin et al. 583

(2020) proposed AutoPrompt method to generate 584

templates, or as they called , prompts, from noth- 585

ing instead of from corpus. They automated create 586

prompts based on gradient-guided search. 587

7 Conclusion 588

In this paper, we propose a novel minimally- 589

supervised relation induction approach. Our pro- 590

posed approach can iteratively select proper tem- 591

plates using scoreIG and socreIG, and obtain a 592

good generalized ability with surface-agnoistic fea- 593

tures based on attention maps of BERT. Experi- 594

ments illustrate that our approach achieves state-of- 595

the-art performance on three standard benchmarks. 596
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